Middle School Student of the Month
May 2018
8th Grade: Kate Olson
Parents: Stacie and Andy Olson
Why selected as May Student of the Month:



Works consistently and diligently in
and out of class.
Is positive in interactions with peers
and staff members.

Activities: Kate enjoys volleyball and reading
What Kate most likes about Gar-Pal Middle School:
“What I most like about Gar-Pal Middle School is the opportunities that we have and the
great learning experience that will impact my future.”
Role Model:
“My dad is my role model because he inspires me to do better and he works
really hard at what he does.”
Quote: “We may encounter many defeats but we must not be defeated.”
Maya Angelou
Future Plans: “I don’t have exact plans, but I want to go to college and get good
grades.”

7th Grade: Berlyn Hegg
Parents: Jens Hegg and Katie Cooper, Clare Hegg
Why selected as May Student of the Month:



Has been a positive difference maker
on the baseball diamond
Has worked well with classmates and
made a strong and consistent effort in
the classroom

Activities: Berlyn enjoys basketball, baseball and
scouting
What Berlyn most likes about Gar-Pal Middle School:
“I like Gar-Pal because there is a 10:1 teacher/student ratio so you can always ask
questions. It is also a small school so you know everyone and make good friendships.”
Role Model:
Berlyn’s role model is Russel Westbrook because he is a very good basketball player.
Berlyn feels he plays kind of like him and really likes his attitude and his catch phrase,
“Why not?”
Quote: “That’s Lit”
Berlyn
Future Plans: Berlyn plans to become either a software engineer or an NBA player.

6th Grade: Forrest San Miguel
Parents: Caleb and Renee San Miguel
Why selected as May Student of the Month:



Has made great improvement
throughout the school year.
Is consistent and strives to be
his best.

Activities: Enjoys being outdoors and hanging with his siblings!
What Forrest most likes about Gar-Pal Middle School:
Forrest most enjoys P.E., Band and his Cooking class with Ms. Pam.
Quote: “Life happens. Snacks help!”

